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I 

 

Abstract 
With time going by, urban morphological structures of Beijing and Shanghai have 

dramatic changes during last decades. These changes often ignored by citizen, but 

have big influence for human daily life. And the changes of urban morphologies 

should be easily recognized by citizen. There are many previous comparative studies 

between these two Chinese cities, and these studies focus on types of areas, such as 

environment, traffic, city planning and cultures etc.. There are also many comparative 

studies about using space syntax theory and geometrical statistics to study urban 

morphologies. However, there are not direct comparison urban morphological study 

between Beijing and Shanghai, which from multiple perspectives. In order to gain a 

better understanding of urban morphologies, this thesis take street networks of two 

Chinese cites as a research object, based on space syntax theory, as well the 

combination of traditional geometrical statistics, comparative analysis methods to 

systematic quantitative analyze and comparative study the different street networks of 

urban space in Beijing and Shanghai. This project work analyzes hierarchy of axial 

lines, which automatically generated from street networks, to do a morphological 

comparison from topological perspective. And it analyzes frequency distribution of 

axial lines’ included angles and length of axial lines to study urban morphologies 

from geometrical perspective. Results in the project seem to empirical study that, the 

well-connected streets are minority part, which all most distributed in the sample 

cities’ ring structures and center areas. Street networks constitute an obvious regular 

grid pattern of Beijing and a curves pattern of Shanghai. Based on the hierarchical 

levels of street networks, research samples have same hierarchical levels but without 

the same number of street lines. The included angles of axial lines have an 

exceptionally sharply peaked bimodal distribution for both cities and number of most 

connected street’s length do not increase so much from ring1 to ring6 for Beijing, but 

they have much change for Shanghai. 
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1. Introduction 
This thesis starts with three subsections, which respectively elaborate background, 

objectives and structures of the thesis. Current development statements of surrounding 

space syntax with GIS, the thesis’ problem focus and brief knowledge of Beijing and 

Shanghai are stated in the background to study. And it will introduce space syntax 

theory and current situation in the chapter 2. Secondly, there are some basic concepts 

of space syntax, e.g. natural roads, axial lines and connectivity, that used in this study 

are introduced in subsections 1.2. The objectives is doing a comparative study about 

the urban morphologies from a topological and geometrical perspective for two 

Chinese cities, indicate the aim of this comparative study and also give three research 

questions related to the topic in subsection 1.3. Finally, the whole content structures of 

this thesis are given in the last subsection. The readers can easily retrieve whole 

content of this thesis in the last paragraph. 

1.1 Background to study 

The thesis studies of two cities’ urban morphologies as human habitat. It analyzes two 

cities evolution from their formative ring structures to their subsequent transformation. 

City can be recognized as a large density of construction groups in the urban 

environment, and space syntax uses axial lines to identify and dissect a city in this 

thesis’ project work. Axial line is one of an important representation of space syntax, 

they are the longest lines that sight can reach on and represent linear feature in open 

space of an urban environment (Hillier & Hanson, 1984). And the least number of 

axial lines intersected with each other until cover whole open space in an urban 

environment usually called axial map. Based on space syntax theory, the comparison 

study can get such as connectivity value, control value, depth value and integration 

value and so on, which can quantitatively and qualitatively analyze urban morphology. 

In addition, an axial map has an extensive help for street networks patterns, space 

accessibility, and the space of human activity interrelationship. The project work 

applies the traditional geographical model into large-scale space. Large-scale space is 

a big environmental space, which exceed human perspective and cannot be experience 

from a single vantage point. It separates Beijing and Shanghai, which are large-scale 

urban space, into different ring structures. Therefore, the degree to which ring 

structure are interconnected or integrated can be analyzed. 

The municipality of Beijing is the capital of the People’s Republic of China, and the 

area of Beijing is 16807 km
2
. Beijing is the second largest city of China, with a 

population of 19,612,368 as of 2010 (Sixth national population census data, 2011). 

After thirty year’s reform and opening-up policy, Beijing is the most modern and the 

famous city among the world. Beijing is located at the northern end of the North 

China Plain. The center of town is at latitude 39 degrees 54 minutes 20 seconds and 

east longitude 116 degrees 25 minutes 29 seconds. Since Beijing becomes the capital 
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of Yan state on Zhou Dynasty, it has about 3000 years of the city history and the 

history of 859 years of capital. Since ancient times, Beijing is a political and cultural 

center of the Chinese nation. Also it is the world famous historical and cultural city. 

According to the study areas, the thesis explores the city of Beijing from the 

morphological characteristics from the topological and geometrical perspectives. 

Beijing is divided into six ring structures, which underlie the “Beijing City Master 

Plan 1991-2010”. 

The municipality of Shanghai is China's industrial, financial, economic, trade, 

exhibition, technological and shipping center, and the area of Shanghai is 6340 km
2
. It 

is the first largest city of China with the population about 23.47 million as of 2010 

(Sixth national population census data, 2011). Shanghai is located in Yangtze Delta, 

where is in the central mainland coastline of China. The center of town is located at 

north latitude 31 degrees 12 minutes and east longitude 121 degrees 30 minutes. 

Shanghai is a city with a long history; there are more than two thousand years of 

history for Shanghai. In this thesis, the research area cover whole administrative 

region of Shanghai. Likewise, according to “Shanghai Urban Master Plan”, Shanghai 

is divided into four ring structures, which all most like a concentric structure. 

The area of Beijing is larger than Shanghai, but 60% of Beijing’s area is mountainous. 

Since Beijing’s urban area and developing area is equal to Shanghai, and two cities’ 

population is approximate. So Beijing and Shanghai have possibility to do a 

comparison study for urban morphologies. Also, Beijing is a long historical city with 

traditional Chinese urban structures; Shanghai is a younger developing city with 

modern structures. Because of they are first level cities of China; both of them could 

represent kinds of cities among China. Therefore, Beijing and Shanghai are taken as 

examples to do this comparison study. 

1.2 Basic concepts of space syntax 

There are a few terminologies that used in this research, for example space syntax, 

natural roads, axial lines, connectivity value. The reader might feel ambiguity to think 

of these terminologies, therefore, all these terms will have its own explanation in this 

chapter. This study used Axwoman extension 6.0, which will be introduced in a later 

subsection. It can calculate patterns of space syntax based on ArcGIS 10 software 

platform. Natural roads and axial lines can be automatically generated from street 

networks. Connectivity value belongs to space syntax theory (Hillier & Hanson, 

1984), and all these parameters can be automatically calculated via Axwoman. 

Readers help with these explanations of terms might have a better understanding to 

this study. 

Urban morphology: urban morphology means a city’s full entities, or the physical 

environment and a variety of activities of the spatial structure. It is the study of 

formation of human settlements or the process of their evolution. The study tends to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_settlement
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constitute an understanding of the spatial structure and character of urban 

environment, which through analyzing the patterns of its component parts and the 

process of its development (Jason & Pierre, 2006). The method to achieve urban 

morphology study contains the analysis of spatial space at different scales, calculation 

of patterns of urban structures. 

Natural roads: Natural roads are road segments, which is self-organized in natural 

way underlies Gestalt principle of good continuation. This self-organized processing 

is based on three types of connect principles, which are every-best-fit, self-best-fit, 

and self-fit (Jiang, Zhao & Yin, 2008). Road segments will join adjacent segments by 

the smallest deflection angle, this is a loop processing until the deflection angle reach 

to predefine threshold degree or there are not any segments nearby. Axwoman 

extension tool has an acquiescent threshold 45 degree for deflection angle, which will 

be used to generate natural roads. Finally, axial lines are generated from natural roads. 

Axial lines: Axial lines (Figure 1) applied to describe urban morphologies that are the 

earliest method of space syntax. There are some definitions of axial line for space 

syntax. The terminology axial line has original definition as the least number of 

straight lines that drawn through each convex space and makes all axial links (Hillier 

& Hanson, 1984). However, Jiang with his colleagues redefine axial line, which it is 

individual straight line segments intersected with each other follow natural roads 

generating from street center lines based on Gestalt principle of good continuation 

(Liu & Jiang, 2012). Underlying Jiang’s new definition of axial line, Axwoman can 

automatically generate axial line from natural roads, and it provides a significant 

efficiency to do this research. 

 

Figure 1: Axial lines generated from natural roads. 

Because of the new definition, traditional manually sketch axial line - which 

considered as complicated, stuffy, and a waste of time processing - has changed a lot. 

Nowadays, axial lines can be generated from natural roads center lines, the processing 

is extremely easy and straightforward task (Jiang & Liu, 2008) and it is more 

objective and meaningful to study urban morphology via axial lines (Jiang & Liu, 

app:ds:acquiescent
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2010). Axial line also represents human’s perceptions that from a single vantage point 

of view (Jiang, et al., 2000). Based on the axial line covered a large city environment 

by a finite number of walkable or drivable spaces, and how walkable or drivable 

spaces have connection or intersection to each other, the urban morphology of a large 

city’s environment can be calculated and analyzed (Jiang & Claramunt, 2002). This 

study just uses this axial line concept mentioned above to analyze urban morphology 

of Beijing and Shanghai. 

Connectivity: Connectivity of street can reflect the pattern of urban evolution and 

determines the intensity of learning the urban layout (Tomko, et al., 2007). 

Connectivity value represents how many adjacent axial lines are intersected with 

given axial line. Through this intersection number, connectivity also can represent 

how many different spaces directly interconnect with given space. Connectivity of 

axial line indicates the number of nearest neighborhoods of an axial line (Jiang & 

Claramunt, 2002). Connectivity is an extremely powerful pattern of space syntax. 

With the helping of connectivity, the researcher can find the hierarchical level for 

street networks of a city. Also, the researcher can predict pedestrian crowding via this 

hierarchical level. The hierarchical level for different ring structures of Beijing and 

Shanghai would base on connectivity value during this project work. 

1.3  Objectives to the study 

With a few exceptions, the underlying morphological structures with topological and 

geometric perspectives between Beijing and Shanghai have not been satisfactory 

comparison. Combine topological with geometrical perspective for an urban 

morphologies’ study can seek to better understand the spatial structure and character 

of Beijing and Shanghai. As stated in (Hillier, 1996), “Space syntax analysis turned 

attention away from geometrical notions of spatial order and pointed to 

spatial-functional patterns which are formally speaking closer to topology than to 

geometry”. But how will the urban morphologies be found if we combine topological 

to geometrical perspectives? An analysis of the topological and geometric 

perspectives of space syntax is still an open issue (Jiang & Claramunt, 1999). 

Therefore, this thesis’ work has a comparative study between Beijing and Shanghai to 

find some underlying urban morphologies based on both topology and geometry 

perspectives. 

Based on using space syntax theory, this thesis’ project work shows how integration 

relationship of the urban environment. And some geometrical parameters give a 

capability to study urban morphology. The objective is to do a comparative study 

about the urban morphologies from a topological and geometrical perspective for two 

Chinese cities. Beijing and Shanghai are both first-tier cities of China, which have a 

large living space and complicated urban patterns that people may not directly 

distinguish from traditional map. These patterns have enormous influence of human 

daily life, such as Chang’ an Streets with high interconnection may have significant 
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function for people live in Beijing. This thesis wants to uncover the similar or 

different patterns for street networks in various ring configuration of a city. This study 

is helping with space syntax theory also combine traditional statistical and 

comparative analysis to give residents a better understanding of Beijing and 

Shanghai’s morphology. The implementation work gives how particular 

characteristics of urban structure of Beijing and Shanghai. The analysis solution is 

basis of the general research questions: a) what are the underlying patterns of street 

networks in Beijing and Shanghai; b) What are the morphological structures between 

Beijing and Shanghai in a city level, which based on hierarchical levels of axial lines 

and statistics of geometrical data; and c) What are the morphological structure in 

different ring structures of each city, also based on same method before. 

Beijing and Shanghai will be compared from topological and geometrical perspectives. 

The following work will compare structures of axial lines, hierarchical levels of axial 

lines and table/graph of connectivity value from topological perspective, that in order 

to find different street networks structure. Also, it will compare frequency distribution 

of axial lines’ included angles and table statistics of axial lines’ length from 

geometrical perspective, that in order to reveal the relationships of street networks. 

1.4 Structure of this thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follow. Section 2 involves some brief 

introduces of existing comparative study. Section 3 explains methods and theoretical 

concepts, such as topological analysis, geometrical analysis, space syntax natural 

roads, axial line, connectivity value, heavy-tailed distribution and head/tailed breaks 

method. Section 4 contains the major process and the methods using in this study. 

Section 5 based on the process and methods, a combination analysis of the axial lines 

approach and geometrical statistics are used into a comparative study. Section 6 draws 

some conclusions and images further works that can be deeply applied in the future. 
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2. Current research 

The dissertation mainly reviews the literatures that focus on history and current using 

of space syntax within GIS. Also, the project work illustrates some examples of 

comparative studies between Beijing and Shanghai and comparative studies about 

space syntax in following paragraphs. Finally, we state the motivation of this study 

based on the literature reviews of previous research. 

2.1 Literature reviews about space syntax 

Space syntax theory was invented by Professor Bill Hillier and his colleagues at the 

Bartlet School of University College London during the late 1970s to early 1980s. 

These principles are of great interest for kinds of architectural and urban problems, 

and they reveal the belief that spatial layout or structure has a great impact on human 

social activities. Types of techniques within space syntax theory (Hillier & Hanson, 

1984) are applied to make better understanding of the relations between societies and 

spatial attributes (Figueiredo & Amorim, 2005). Urban planners can have a better 

understanding of an urban areas' development and design the urban layouts via having 

an integrated analysis of the urban environment. Through using space syntax theory 

(Hillier & Hanson, 1984) to analyze structures of urban environment, some human 

activities in the urban environment can be found. For example, these applications 

involve pedestrian modeling, criminal mapping, and way-finding process in intricate 

urban environmental areas (Peponis et al. 1990, Hillier 1996, Jiang 1999). Before this 

study, many empirical research supported that space syntax theory (Hillier & Hanson, 

1984) can be used for having a better understanding for urban morphological analysis 

(Turner, Penn & Hillier, 2005). 

In the last two decades, space syntax theory has been introduced as a new way of 

describing and analyzing the kinds of spatial patterns of modern metropolis (Hillier & 

Hanson 1984, Hillier 1996). The inspiration of space syntax is from linguistics, which 

about relations between the functioning of different space, or interrelationship 

between space and society. Recently, there are significant discussions within GIS 

research’s environment: how the researchers can combine GIS’ spatial model with the 

way of human perception as good as possible, and implement in human’s daily life? 

The traditional spatial modeling capability of GIS needs to be extended being more 

cognitive-oriented by considering human perspectives. As a matter of fact, space 

syntax theory can be looked as a tool that applied to study urban morphology and 

closer to human perception. These theories offer a computational representation of an 

urban space. And these calculations could provide kinds of parameters that allow 

human to have a better understanding of the basic functions and properties in an urban 

structure (Jiang & Claramunt, 2002). An introduction of space syntax into GIS 

provides new topological and geometrical perspectives to do morphological study of 

the cities. 
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Nowadays, GIS (Geographic Information System) has been recognized as a functional 

tool, which used to collect, estimate and present geographic spatial data (Minar, et al., 

2005). After a long time development, GIS has a strong ability to give any detail 

descriptions of a portion of the Earth surface with kinds of spatial representations and 

modeling of the required data (Frank, 1992). Based on techniques, GIS already has 

capability to capture the topological and geometrical relationships of objects (Thill, 

2000). Street networks in a city could be described as a grid of linked nodes, and they 

naturally identify some patterns on topological perspective (Buhl, et al., 2006). 

Morphologists might have a better understanding of a city, which helping with GIS’ 

large geographical database and modeling capability (Moudon, 1997). A successful 

application of space syntax into GIS reveals how interrelationship between different 

space and what is a different perspective from current GIS modeling of space (Jiang 

& Claramunt, 2002). 

2.2 Comparative study about two Chinese cities 

There are many comparative studies between Beijing and Shanghai. These studies 

focus on types of areas, such as population, finance, environment, traffic, city 

planning and cultures and etc. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (2001) launched a national joined project which collecting data of greenhouse 

gases’ budgets to estimate urban air pollutants and their future emission scenarios 

among Beijing, Tokyo, Seoul and Shanghai. A comparative study attempts to explore 

the evolution of cultural clusters between Beijing and Shanghai, which would like to 

pursue self-expression for a new career of old buzzword of culture (Wang, 2010). Lao 

pointed out that financial competition and cooperation among Beijing, Hong Kong, 

Shenzhen and Shanghai are far from clear, so she do a comparative study that 

examines the financial systems of Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen to 

show their strengths and weaknesses (Lao, 2011), and Eddie and Shen (2006) had 

similar comparison study that investigates whether there is a housing price bubble in 

Beijing and Shanghai. Investors often choose the location of companies in but foreign 

employees like living convenience and cultural amenities in shanghai, there is a study 

of sustaining urban growth through innovative capacity to compare the efficiency for 

innovative industry for Beijing and Shanghai (Wang & Tong, 2005). Liu and his 

colleagues (2007) investigated a study of creating systemic methods to build up a 

vehicle emission inventory in Beijing and Shanghai. 

2.3 Comparative study about using space syntax 

There are also many comparative studies about using space syntax theory, axial lines 

and urban morphological study which related a topic of this thesis, but they are not 

comparison between Beijing and Shanghai. A fact is pointed out that there is no 

contribution which comparing space syntax representation of space to current models 

of space used in GIS (Jiang & Claramunt, 1999). The authors compared space syntax 
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representation of the model to other computer models of space used in current GIS, 

which respects to their adaptation to human models of space and of their analysis 

capabilities of an urban configuration. With use of space syntax model, Alper and 

Erincik (2007) examined a comparative study of two kinds of underground railway’s 

evacuation routes, and that not hard to see that space syntax model is executed to 

emphasize the difference of spatial quality between these two systems. Mohamed 

(2007) explained on the way of building the Metric Axial Model that measure of 

universal distance, and applied the space syntax model on five different districts 

within Cairo, Egypt to compare the differences between the findings of both the 

Conventional Axial line Model and the Metric Axial Model. The author (Bernd, 2007) 

had a comparative study that the influence of different map scale and various 

morphologies on the axial representation between Hamburg and Stuttgart, and it is 

argued that underlying morphological patterns are significant factors of the cities and 

those differences in scale or the process of generating axial line maps have a minor 

impact. Jiang and Liu (2012) tested to generating axial lines and natural streets for six 

large cities, and they are Copenhagen, London, Paris, Manhattan, San Francisco and 

Toronto. After comparative study of six large cities in city level, it is proved that the 

axial line representations are a powerful tool for urban studies. 

3. Methods and theories 

The details of methods used for this study from both geometrical and topological way 

are explained in subsection 3.1. And it also involves comparison of using geometrical 

and topological analysis in traditional GIS. Head/tail breaks method is a new way for 

classification of street networks. There is detail introduction of the method in 

subsection 3.2, and Appendix 2 shows a simple example for how we use the method 

within help of ArcGIS and Excel. Space syntax is a very complicated theory and hard 

for explaining, there are a few of paragraphs in subsection 3.3 to introduce the 

common knowledge of space syntax. Finally, there is a mathematics distribution that 

about this study is introduced in last subsections. 

3.1 Geometrical and topological analysis 

Topological analysis has played a significant role to help doing qualities and quantity 

studies of street networks. Topological analysis which can support analyzing the 

structural properties of objects has been widely applied into the geographical spaces 

for specific studies and it is used to uncover the underlying patterns in the real world 

(Buhl, et al, 2006, Jiang, 2007). The topological analysis of street networks are unlike 

any traditional way but offer a special method to study urban morphologies which 

from human perception. And it provides a basis for understanding various cities’ 

structures. For this reason, hierarchical topological analysis is at its higher levels 

analysis with relatively complete or general knowledge for human perspective. 

Topological analysis of urban street networks is necessary to study urban morphology, 

analyze human activities related to movement and provide a basis for city planning.  
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A primary function of a GIS is to determine the spatial relationships between features 

both from geometrical and topological perspective. In this project work, the 

morphological study for street networks is from both topological and geometrical way. 

And it mainly focuses on axial lines and street connectivity to study morphological 

structures in topological perspective. Street networks are classified based connectivity, 

which is a major property of axial lines. And the classification is according to 

head/tail breaks method that will be explained in a later section. Citizen might have a 

better understanding of urban morphologies from hierarchical levels of street 

networks in topological perspective. Also it mainly focuses on included angles and 

length of axial lines to study morphological structures in geometrical perspective. The 

included angles are calculated for each intersection axial lines, and then a statistics for 

frequency distribution of included angles are performed to promote understanding of 

structures of street networks in urban environment. The study combines the included 

angles with length of axial lines to show some basic patterns of urban morphologies 

as well. Length of axial lines can be automatically generated from Axwoman. 

Geometrical analysis is a part of GIS which consider more about length, areas, shape 

of figures and with types of patterns in spatial space. Within help of strong capability 

of desktop computation, the measurements and properties of points, lines, surfaces, 

and their relationships can be extracted ting the understanding of the morphological 

structure in this thesis. Building a computational and statistics geometry might be a 

main objective of traditional GIS. Geometric perspective provides a way to model 

street networks in the real world. We might benefit from studying morphological 

structures of street networks in geometrical perspective, i.e. fining various turning 

angles, connecting to the shortest path and knowing an urban structure of a city. 

3.1.1 Detail method for geometrical analysis 

A problem is how to calculate an included angle between two axial lines? These 

included angles help to study an urban morphology in geometric perspective. 

However, there is no direct tool in ArcMap to calculate included angles. Although we 

can calculate an angle between specified axial line and the positive direction of x-axis 

(which means western direction of a map) then add a field to attribute table by using 

Cogo Report built-in ArcGIS, then using join_in to link a relationship between field of 

each angle and subtraction of each relative angles to get included angles between two 

axial lines. But this procedure is very complicated and time consuming, and it is so 

difficult to judge whether two random axial lines are intersection for some readers. 

Instead, this project chooses a small programme to solve this problem. The idea of 

how to directly calculate included angle between axial lines is introduced in following 

paragraph. 

The axial line which automatically generating from Axwoman are most seemed to 

polyline with two nodes in ArcMap. But polyline cannot use for calculating included 

angle. So those polylines are converted to segments that only contain two nodes for 
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each segment. Then there segments are looked like Iline, eventually, they have 

properties to calculate included angle for each intersection axial lines. For judging the 

intersection of two random axial lines, we generate node at each intersection point, 

then calculate included angles at this point. The algorithm can be found in Appendix 2. 

And the sample of the calculation result is shown in following table (For the detail 

method, please going to Appendix 3). 

Table 1: An example of generating included angles. 

ID ID_Line1 ID_Line2 Angle Degree 

3363 843 844 89 

3364 843 845 4 

3365 843 846 25 

3394 844 843 67 

3395 844 845 90 

3396 844 846 66 

This method can calculate included angles of axial lines directly based on ArcGIS, 

and the result will be shown with length of axial lines via Excel tables that can be 

used of doing geometrical statistics. Reads could achieve similar function with other 

software by imitating same method that mentioned in previous steps. The included 

angles of axial lines show the interrelationships between each axial line in an urban 

environment. And the final result will give in chapter 5 as graph representation. 

3.1.2 Detail method for topological analysis 

Firstly, original street networks data is projected to a suitable projection system. 

Because of that an urban morphological study needs to have minimum transformation 

of street networks. Secondly, the street networks can be used of tracking to form 

natural roads by setting a threshold value. Through importing street segments data 

into ArcGIS, the street segments can be tracked to form natural roads based on 

Axwoman function. For this study, Axwoman approves degree 45 threshold reflection 

angles to track street segments to form natural roads. After tracking street segments, 

natural roads will be export into ArcGIS via shapefile format. Readers could use other 

software for this step. Thirdly, natural roads can be used of generating axial lines from 

its central lines. Finally, this project uses head/tail breaks method to classify axial 

lines in an urban environment, and that can be done via Excel. The result will be 

shown as hierarchical levels of axial lines, and the urban morphological structures can 

be detected from these hierarchical levels. To study the detail of how to automatically 

generate axial lines and how to use the head/tail breaks classification of different ring 

structures in ArcMap, please link to Appendix 1. 
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3.2 Head/tail breaks method 

Minority streets of large connectivity value in the head part and majority streets of 

small connectivity value in the tail is a characteristic of a heavy-tail distribution, 

which is usually exist in the urban spatial environmental. Head/tail breaks is a new 

classification scheme that introduced by Professor Bin Jiang. This classification 

scheme has an objective to find grouping or hierarchy for street networks with a 

heavy-tail distribution in the geographical spaces. And for dissertation, the head/tail 

breaks is used in order to reveal some undetectable patterns of two Chinese cities’ 

street networks. In order to achieve the head/tail breaks method for heavy-tail 

distribution, heavy-tail distribution should firstly convert to a rank-size distribution. 

Rank-size distribution is typical heavy-tailed distribution, which contains the 

sequentially additive numbers along x-axis. It is primitively used for city sizes and 

word frequencies (Zipf, 1949). According to size-rank distribution of the content, the 

lowest frequency street is arranged in the first rank, and the street skewed with 

corresponding connectivity value on the y-axis, turning recursively until last rank 

event is the highest frequency street with the lowest connectivity value. Rank-size 

distribution has an imbalance for the head and tail that the head contains minority 

large data values while the tail contains majority small data values, hence head/tail 

breaks method is introduced in order to balance the problem. A heavy-tailed 

distribution is divided into two parts around the mean value, in which the head part 

consist of lower frequency street and tail part consist of higher frequency street (Jiang 

& Liu, 2012). 

The division rule is applied for the head/tail breaks in order to divide the data into two 

parts. The head part (which connectivity values above the arithmetic mean) will be 

continually divided. This is a loop process, which will stop until a minority head part 

on longer follows heavy-tail distribution. In this study, if the head part is not over 

40% then it is treated as a heavy-tail distribution. The hierarchical levels of streets are 

revealed via using head/tail division rule for two Chinese cities with both city level 

and each ring structures level. For a detail example, please link to Appendix 2 of this 

thesis. 

3.3 Space syntax 

Space syntax theory contains a method for measuring and computation the spatial 

modeling, which we can get the relative accessibility of different locations (Hillier & 

Hanson, 1984). In a space syntax system, the convex spaces are identified by straight 

line segments called axial lines. In the convex spaces, axial lines represent the 

principle lines of human’s sight (Thomson, 2003). A minimal numbers of axial lines 

that cover those convex spaces and their connections called axial maps (Björn, 1993). 

Through analyzing and statistics the properties or relatives, the space models can be 

computed by space syntax. 
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An expanding set of theories and techniques for the analysis of spatial configuration is 

space syntax. It was created in 1984 by Bill Hillier, Julienne Hanson and colleagues to 

do simulations of architects, such as social effects. Space syntax has been suggested 

to be a calculable language to describe spatial pattern of the modern city (Hillier & 

Hanson 1984, Hillier1996). Space syntax gives people an intelligible spatial 

configuration, which allows the user to build their space by perceived and explored 

way (Peponis, 2005). Space syntax is a useful and valuable tool for modeling and 

analyzing urban pattern, and it has a strong relationship to kinds of human activity 

(Thomson, 2003). For example, the design of museums, terminal, and opera house, or 

predicting traffic flow and pedestrian flow. 

Some human activities (e.g. pedestrian modeling, criminal mapping, and way-finding 

processes) can be analyzed and modeling by combining GIS with space syntax. These 

successful application look like to identify the significance and effectiveness of axil 

lines, which can be using to analyze visibility and freedom of movement influence 

human activates in spatial systems (Thomson, 2003). 

With space syntax introduced to GIS during last two decades, it gives researchers a 

chance to the development of urban morphology studies. Social environmental 

description and analysis of space pattern can be powerful supported by space syntax. 

Space syntax theory has been successfully applied into GIS, it implies 

pre-investigation on how to observe space via space syntax view, or what is different 

between space syntax view’s space and current GIS models of space (Jiang & 

Claramunt, 2002). 

3.4 Heavy-tailed distributions 

A wide variety of distributions comprise probability theory. A continuous probability 

distribution - that functional image is a bell-shaped – is called normal distribution 

(Figure 2). Heavy-tailed distributions are also probability distribution, which do not 

have exponentially boundary but the tails part is heavier than exponential distribution. 

From functional image, heavy-tailed distributions are normal right tail of the 

distribution with the tail part unlimited extension to x-axis but not intersect to x-axis.  

Heavy-tail distributions are often having right tail, and it relate to power law and 

log-normal distributions characteristics. 

 

Figure 2: The graph to explain normal distribution. 
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A mathematical relationship between two quantities is often described via heavy-tail 

distribution in a geographic information system. The low-frequency events contain 

some attribute, which more lager than high-frequency events. For example, the 

numbers of streets having large connectivity are less than streets with small 

connectivity. In this study, it is found axial lines with large connectivity attribute are 

minority part of street networks, and they are distributed in head part of heavy-tail 

distribution. Otherwise, street with small connectivity attribute are majority part of 

street networks, and they are distributed in a long tail part of heavy-tail distribution. 

All samples’ distributions of street connectivity are heavy-tail distributions. 

 

Figure 3: Graph to explain the heavy-tail distribution. 

4. Main data and data processing based on 

ArcMap 

The source of street networks for this study and the motivation to using that data 

source are explained in first two paragraphs. Two major softwares, that help to do this 

study, are introduced in subsection 4.1 as well. The subsection 4.2 explains processing 

steps for street networks, such as making projection, organizing topology, generating 

axial map and classification of axial lines. And there is an example of Beijing to show 

the hierarchy levels of axial lines after using head/tail breaks method. 

4.1 Data source and software 

In recent years, lots of volunteer cartographers are interested at creating, assembling, 

and disseminating geographic information or data underlying web site platform, 

which provides individually geographic information or data (Goodchild, 2007), that is 

called volunteered geographic information (VGI). VGI has established a platform of 

critical and participatory approaches to geographic information system (Elwood, 
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2008). Nowadays, there are many websites provide these services, such as 

OpenStreetsMap, Wikimapia, and Google Earth. The initial street networks data of 

Beijing and Shanghai for this project is from OpenStreetsMap (OSM), OSM is a 

cooperative project for people, who are able to freely create and edit map of the whole 

world. And OSM is determined to set up a freely used and edited map data that based 

on kinds of customers’ requirement (Haklay & Weber, 2008). With time going by, the 

OSM database of free geospatial data is developed and distributed a lot. They provide 

geospatial data to anyone for use and share. 

In order to generate axial lines, we should download street networks data. Two 

websites provide an easy solution of the shapefile data of OpenStreetMap. The 

websites are: e.g., http://downloads.cloudmade.com/, or http://download.geofabrik.de/. 

You also can download the street networks’ data directly from the OpenStreetMap’s 

website. But it could take a longer time and with some complicated procedures to 

convert the format to shapefile that can be used in ArcMap. Thus the above two sites 

are highly recommended for data downloading. 

ArcGIS is ESRI’s software platform of geographic information system (GIS) that 

allows cartographer to solve maps and geographic information problem. ArcGIS 

provides service to people for creating and using maps; compiling geographic data; 

analyzing mapped information; sharing and discovering geographic information; 

using maps and geographic information in a range of applications; and managing 

geographic information in a database. In 2010, ESRI announced version 10 for 

ArcGIS software platform (Esri, 2010), and most work in this project is done with the 

help of ArcGIS version 10. Patterns of Space syntax theory are integrated into ArcGIS 

10 by using an extension of Axwoman 6.0 (http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/index.html). 

Axwoman 6.0 extension (hereinafter referred to as Axwoman) was provided by 

Professor Jiang Bin and his colleagues, it is an analytical tool underlies both axial 

lines and natural roads that allow cartographer do urban morphological analysis. 

Thousands of natural roads and axial lines are generated automatically with no more 

than a few minutes via Axwoman. Some space syntax pattern also generated 

automatically via Axwoman. For example, connectivity value, control value, depth 

value and integration value etc. 

4.2 Pre-processing of street networks’ data 

There are some problems of street networks’ data, which downloaded from 

OpenStreetsMap. Firstly, Beijing and Shanghai should be given an appropriate 

projected coordinate system. Since projection of Gauss Kruger is used to project for 

cartography with a standard coordinate frame for the Earth and the Global Positioning 

System for reference system, it provides sufficient projection accuracy to this study, 

so projection of Gauss Kruger is chosen for the projection process.  

The street networks should be cut into street segments in order to form topology 

http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/index.html
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before tracking street segments to form natural roads. This function can be achieved 

in ArcToolbox’s Data Interoperability Tools.  

Jiang and Liu (2010) have a new definition for axial line that is the least number of 

individual straight line segment intersected with each other and can be automatically 

generated from center of natural roads (Jiang & Liu, 2012). Luckily, Axwoman has an 

automatic method to generate axial lines from natural roads center lines. With all 

preparing steps process (Figure 4) until now, the study can use both natural streets and 

axial lines to calculate space syntax pattern. 

 

Figure 4: The workflow of datasets solution. 

For this study, axial lines help to analyze urban morphology for cities Beijing and 

Shanghai in topological perspective. And axial lines help citizen to have an intuitive 

demonstration of street networks. Urban streets indicate a hierarchical structure in the 

sense that a majority is trivial, and a minority is vital (Jiang, 2009). The hierarchy of 

street networks underlying connectivity value during this project work. It is a pattern 

from space syntax theory for the number of axial lines intersected reciprocally. 

Connectivity could show specific hierarchical levels of street networks. With finishing 

the digitization work, Axwoman can automatically calculate parameters. While the 

calculation is done, the axial map will be classified according to the connectivity 

value’s attribute. Because of Axwoman is strictly based on 40% criteria, the built-in 

classification in Axwoman is not good enough. So the classification result is based on 

manually classify, that underlies head/tail breaks method. After color divide 

processing, the map use head/tail breaks method to represent hierarchy of street 

networks. Beijing and Shanghai is calculated based on the city level and different ring 

structures level for this study. 
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Table 2: Seven partitions make eight hierarchical levels of axial lines. 

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

11045 2846 26% 8199 74% 7 

2846 680 24% 2166 76% 18 

680 238 35% 442 65% 43 

238 88 37% 150 63% 76 

88 41 47% 47 53% 110 

41 14 34% 27 66% 132 

14 3 21% 11 79% 159 

Figure 5 takes Beijing as an example to show axial map after classification to form 

hierarchy. Red line means this street has most connectivity value, with color become 

from red to blue, the connectivity value is in descending order. The red lines are axial 

lines with highest connectivity and blue lines are axial lines with lowest connectivity 

in the figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Hierarchy of Axial lines underlying connectivity of Beijing 

5. Results and discussion 
The study results for this thesis are explained in subsection 5.1 from both topological 

and geometrical perspective. And a problem is discussed in first subsection as well, 

that about isolated lines of street networks. There are three important subsections for 

this thesis, which from subsection 5.2 to subsection 5.4. They are about comparative 

studies of urban morphologies both in city and different ring structures level for two 

Chinese cities. This thesis has some detail results of tables or graphs to show the 
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comparative study in Appendix 2 and 3. 

5.1 Topological and geometrical representations 

As mentioned before, the first level cities Beijing and Shanghai are selected to do 

urban morphological analysis in this study. Both of cities are analyzed in city level 

and different ring structures level. The street networks are projected into Gauss 

Kruger Xi’an 1980 projection system at data pre-processing. This urban morphology 

analysis is based on statistics of connectivity value to generate hierarchical levels of 

the streets, and the research studies the hierarchy to enhance capacity of intelligibility 

for Beijing and Shanghai. Also this study statistics included angles and axial lines’ 

length in order to form a geometric perspective. The loop function of tracking street 

segments to form natural roads and generating axial lines from street center lines 

might stop calculation in ArcGIS, because of there are large mass of street segments 

in pre-processing step. Especially, there should not be any isolated lines existence 

before doing patterns calculation of space syntax. And this procedure is easy to lead to 

stop function in ArcGIS. However, Axwoman provides function for checking the 

existence isolated lines. The generating procedure for natural roads, axial lines, and 

the checking processing for isolated lines can be automatically done by Axwoman. 

Nowadays, Beijing and Shanghai have some different in street distribution and city 

development. Such as Beijing has six main ring structures around the city and these 

ring roads are most like a concentric structure. Inside each ring road, there are types 

of cells street networks. With the development of urban land, a framework of a city is 

established by street and that also indicates there is not exactly same urban 

morphology between cities. With the help of Google Map, the study areas are 

determined for this research and different ring structures are selected up to form their 

own shape. In the figures 6, there are two layouts to show the street networks of the 

study areas. 

  

(a) City: Beijing                      (b) City: Shanghai 

Figure 6: City’s street networks of Beijing and Shanghai. 
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All these axial lines are tracked to form natural roads and generated axial lines from 

natural streets center lines. The figure 7 gives readers an impression of different ring 

structures of axial lines in Beijing. And other axial lines of Shanghai are putted into 

Appendix 1. 

   

(a) Ring_1                (b) Ring_2                (c) Ring_3 

   

(d) Ring_4                (e) Ring_5                (f) Ring_5 

Figure 7: Axial lines of different ring structures of Beijing. 

As the explanation before, connectivity is one of the most influential factors to 

analyze urban patterns in this research. Beijing and Shanghai’s urban patterns with 

different ring structures are divided into head/tail breaks method with different colors 

representation, which from blue to red and represented hierarchy of axial lines. Red 

lines have larger connectivity and they are minority portion of city Beijing (Figure 8). 

In the figure 8, there is an interesting phenomena can be found from figures, axial line 

with larger connectivity (red lines) just covered a center part and big ring roads of a 

whole city. And axial line with smaller connectivity (blue color) covered rest part of 

city. This phenomenon seem to give the similar result to before studies that streets 

with length or degree larger than the average value are a minority part and they are no 

more than 20% of the whole (Jiang, 2007). For this research objects, different ring 

structures of both Beijing and Shanghai have types of hierarchical levels, but there are 

about 32% of axial lines that have larger connectivity than average value (the highest 

hierarchy of connectivity is 48%), oppositely the rest axial lines have smaller 

connectivity than the average value. 
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(a) Ring_1              (b) Ring_2                (c) Ring_3 

   

(d) Ring_4              (e) Ring_5                (f) Ring_6 

Figure 8: Hierarchy of Axial lines of six ring structures in Beijing. 

Urban street networks can be recognized as hierarchical levels representation, which 

majority of streets is trivial while a minority of streets is vital (Jiang. 2009). Using 

head/tail breaks method can give citizen a better understanding of this hierarchical 

level that is usually ignored by people. In this article, the distributions of connectivity 

of axial lines are broken via head/tail breaks method. In the before example (Table 1, 

Figure 5), it shows how the head/tail breaks method works in ring structure of city 

Beijing. Large connectivity streets have low frequency quantity inside the ring 

structure. However, small connectivity streets are high frequency quantity and 

covering most area inside the ring structure. Head/tail breaks method is used for each 

ring structure of Beijing and Shanghai. Therefore, it is easy to find whether it contains 

any different urban morphological structure inside a ring structure sample. 

Urban patterns often neglect by citizen, since the hierarchical levels of each ring 

structure of street networks can give an index to urban patterns. And, it helps people 

to have a better understanding of their own city. Tables in appendix 2 show the 

hierarchical levels of the research sample’s ring structures of street networks 

represented via axial lines. In order to compare the urban morphological structures of 

each sample of Beijing and Shanghai, the hierarchical levels of the research sample’s 

street networks are classified axial lines into four classes based on their own 

hierarchical levels (shown in Appendix 2). 

Some things can be discovered from the classification result, that types of research 
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samples have same hierarchical level. But they do not have the same number of street 

lines. Such as Out Ring Road of Shanghai contains 9843 axial lines, comparing with 

1
st
 Ring Road of Beijing has 971 street lines; however both of them have 6 classes of 

hierarchical levels of axial lines. Higher value of hierarchical levels might show lines 

with large connectivity (above average value of connectivity) are a minority part of 

samples, but they are a significant part in the sample area, because most of these axial 

lines can across over a whole sample area with well connected. Even there is large 

connectivity, which is the head part of long-tail distribution. It also can be divided 

into some better micromesh hierarchical levels. Axial lines have biggest group in 6 

classes of hierarchical level of the sample area. Therefore, these areas might have 

relative complete urban morphological structure. 

A few axial lines with the largest connectivity have prominent impact on urban 

morphologies of the two Chinese cities. Axial lines are introduced to recognize the 

urban morphological structure of Beijing and Shanghai in topological perspective. In 

order to make a scaling analysis of urban patterns, ten ring structures of the two 

Chinese cities are chosen as samples, and they are finally classified into four types. 

Through using head/tail breaks method to analyze connectivity between two cities, 

there are similar percentage of axial lines lies on the both head and tail part at each 

hierarchical level. And the increasing percentage of axial lines, which between each 

two neighboring hierarchical levels, are substantially similarity. If we take each axial 

line into the computation, the interconnection of axial lines between Beijing and 

shanghai are similar. Otherwise, if we only extract most connected axial lines from 

whole spatial space, Beijing would have better interrelationship or interconnected 

than Shanghai. Distributions of axial lines denote a fact that there are far less 

connected streets than well connected ones for the sample data. 

Axial lines give a strong impression to citizen via the highest connectivity streets. It is 

better than traditional map for people to find the underlying patterns of the sample 

cities. For example, the morphological structure of Beijing’s street networks look like 

a grid form, which a few vital orthogonal streets across north to south and east to west, 

and all most of them have perpendicular form in the center of Beijing. Shanghai’s 

morphological structure is more like a curvilinear form, which many loop roads with 

cul-de-sacs can be found inside each ring road structures of Shanghai. 

From geometric perspective, the result indicates that urban morphology is all most 

similar between Beijing and Shanghai in geometric perspective, of which a majority 

of axial lines are orthometric or nearly orthometric in two cities. The number of most 

connected street’s length do not increase so much from ring1 to ring6 for Beijing, but 

they have much change for Shanghai. 

5.2 Comparison study on topological perspective in city level 

People can judge object’s spatial characteristics underlying obvious hierarchical 

organization (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985), since urban morphology can be made by 
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studying of street networks based on axial lines (Hillier & Hanson, 1984) represented 

with hierarchical levels. In order to reveal kinds of urban morphologies, this study 

analyzes two Chinese on topological perspective within comparing with hierarchical 

levels of axial line. There are interesting findings to comparing connectivity between 

Beijing and Shanghai underlies axial lines. In the city level, both cities have about ten 

thousand of axial lines. However, ten thousand axial lines contain 8 hierarchical levels 

at Beijing, comparing with only 6 hierarchical levels at Shanghai. The more 

hierarchical levels confirm that Beijing has more types of streets than Shanghai. 

There is more detail for hierarchical levels, blue lines represent the least connected 

streets and the most connected streets are represented by red lines. Two Chinese cities 

have varieties of streets, which would increase with hierarchical levels. From the 

graph, we can recognize that some axial lines connect nodes as a linear chain. These 

axial lines often are most connected ones, and they have the largest path length in 

spatial space. Higher interconnection’s streets locate at center of Beijing and Shanghai. 

That reveals that street networks in a central area are more significant than others, 

people are easier able to go everywhere via these minority streets. Hence, these 

minority streets are often used for people in their daily life. 

Through using head/tail breaks method to analyze connectivity between two cities, 

there are similar percentage of axial lines lies on the both head and tail part at each 

hierarchical level. And the increasing percentage of axial lines, which between each 

two neighboring hierarchical levels, are substantially similarity. The mean of 

connectivity between each hierarchical level is from 7 to 159 at Beijing, comparing 

with Shanghai is from 7 to 65. It seems to reveal that if we take every axial line into 

computation, the interconnection of axial lines between Beijing and shanghai are 

similar. Otherwise, if we only extract most connected axial lines from whole spatial 

space, Beijing would have better interrelationship or interconnected than Shanghai. 

Table 3: Five partitions lead to six hierarchical levels of axial lines. 

# Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

9843 2885 29% 6958 71% 7 

2885 936 32% 1949 68% 15 

936 327 35% 609 65% 28 

327 101 31% 226 69% 44 

101 33 33% 68 67% 65 

Through the literature Reviews of previous researches, it is found that streets with 

length or degree larger than the mean are a minority part, which no more than 20% of 

whole street (Jiang, 2007). The previous research underlies natural roads and reveals 

the universality of spatial space. In this article, axial lines are used to compare urban 

morphology between two cities. There is 32% of axial lines lie on the head portion, 

with 68% of axial lines on the tail for both Chinese cities. In the scaling analysis, 

these distribution of connectivity approximating the power law fittings (shown in 
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Figure 9), which confirming the distribution of connectivity follows a heavy-tail 

distribution (Aaron C., et al. 2009) in city level of two cities. The distributions of two 

cities have power law fitting, which denotes a fact that there are far less connected 

streets than well connected ones for the sample data. It means that the urban 

morphological structure primitively developed from less connectivity streets, but 

well-connected streets have a bigger influence of city. And vital streets with larger 

connectivity are the particular quality of an urban environment (Jacobs. 1961). The 

result supports the similar result that streets with larger connectivity are far more less 

than trivial streets with smaller connectivity (Jiang, 2007). 

 

 

          (a) City: Beijing                 (b) City: Shanghai 

Figure 9: power law fittings for distribution of connectivity. 

The axial map of two Chinese urban spaces in the cognitive map is hierarchical. The 

wayfinder is easier able to get the direction with more prominent of a street (Tomko, 

Winter & Claramunt, 2008). In this research, citizen of Beijing and Shanghai can have 

a better understanding of their own ring road urban morphological structure by 

checking hierarchical levels with axial representation. And from hierarchical levels of 

axial representation, people can directly find the most well connected way from city’s 

center area to surrounding ring structures. The axial representation is a cognitive map, 

which have a better understanding than traditional street networks. Human activity 

can be simulated via a spatial cognitive map with good hierarchical levels. 

5.3 Comparison study in ring structure level 

After above comparing Beijing to Shanghai in whole city level, essential urban 

morphologies of two cities are shown in topological way. We have performed an 

analysis of the urban pattern of Beijing and Shanghai, to test distribution of street 

networks in different parts of the cities. In this paragraph, we zoom into different part 

of these cities, and comparing each ring structure to each other. Through a detail 

comparison, we can study evolution of the structure of the two famous Chinese cities. 

On the other hand, the result might show more detail of topological formation and 

connected graph. Also it might show us a shape which has similar category of features, 
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even though they have big deference in geography and economy. As describing before, 

Beijing is separated into 6 parts that following the ring structure of city planning. 

Shanghai is separated into 4 parts that same as Beijing. In the follow paragraphs, we 

extract every ring structure from each city to study urban parameters. The comparison 

is from the innermost one to outermost one. Beijing is a traditional Chinese city with 

an obvious regular grid pattern in its center. Comparing with Shanghai is a relatively 

young city with much curves pattern in the center area. 

 

Six ring structures constitute study samples of Beijing, in which the total number of 

axial lines are respectively 971, 2838, 4432, 5807, 7889 and 11045 axial lines from 

first ring to outermost ring structure. Human have perceptual limits to uncover the 

map underlying patterns. Then we propose a head/tail breaks method for street 

networks of ring structures, which are long-tail distribution. Through using the 

head/tail breaks method, the number of classes and class intervals are both naturally 

determined based on inherent hierarchical levels of the data (Jiang, 2009). There are 6 

classes of ring 1, 7 classes of ring 2 and 3, and 8 classes of ring 4 to ring 6 at Beijing. 

Through analyzing the tables of hierarchy, we have interesting findings between these 

ring structures: (1) if each ring structure has same classification, the increasing 

percentage of axial lines, which between each two neighboring hierarchical levels, are 

also substantially similarity; (2) if we calculate the average percentages of distribution 

of axial lines that lie on the head and tail part, there is average 32% of axial lines lie 

on the head portion, with 68% of axial lines on the tail for each ring structures. This 

result is same to distribution of axial lines in city level of Beijing; (3) if each ring 

structure has same classification, the arithmetic mean of connectivity between 

neighboring hierarchical levels are essentially similarity. 

 

Comparing with Shanghai, four ring structures constitute study samples of the city. 

There is respectively 3143, 4683, 6287 and 9843 axial lines cover from Inner ring to 

whole city. There are 5 classes of Inner ring, 6 classes of Middle ring to whole city at 

Shanghai. The findings also demonstrate similarly result as Beijing: (1) the axial lines 

increase about 1% between each two neighboring hierarchical levels from Middle ring 

to whole city at Shanghai; (2) the distribution of axial lines is average 33% lie on the 

head portion, with 67% of axial lines on the tail for each ring structures. The 

statistical number is similar as Beijing; (3) if each ring structure has same 

classification, the arithmetic mean of connectivity between neighboring hierarchical 

levels are essentially similarity. 

 

There are various ring structures with different street layout between Beijing and 

Shanghai. Citizen of the both Chinese cities may not uncover some ring structures are 

similar between these two cities from traditional map. In this research, ten ring 

structures are picked up to uncover the similar urban morphologies. The reason to 

choose such a sample data is to make an analysis of urban morphology. Shanghai is a 

coastal city and Beijing is inland city. The sample data are classified into different 

types in order to reveal the similarity of street networks’ hierarchical level of each 
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group. This provides a general view for people to see which cities may have the 

similar morphology from a topological perspective. 

Table 4: Statistics of head/tail breaks for each ring structure, Beijing. 

 
Ring_1 Ring_2 Ring_3 Ring_4 Ring_5 Ring_6 

#Axial lines 971 2838 4432 5807 7889 11045 

%In head 32% 32% 30% 35% 33% 32% 

%Intail 68% 68% 70% 65% 67% 68% 

#Classes 6 7 7 8 8 8 

Table 5: Statistics of head/tail breaks for each ring structure, Shanghai. 

 
InnerRing MiddelRing Out_Ring Whole_City 

#Axial lines 3143 4683 6287 9843 

%In head 32% 34% 32% 32% 

%Intail 68% 66% 68% 68% 

#Classes 5 6 6 6 

The comparison study between Beijing and Shanghai might be seen more clearly 

through the re-classification. We re-classify the ring structures into 4 types, which are 

based on that each ring structure has same hierarchical levels. Therefore, the result of 

re-classification is: Inner ring of Shanghai has 5 hierarchical levels, Middle ring to 

whole city ring of Shanghai and first ring of Beijing have 6 hierarchical levels, second 

and third ring of Beijing have 7 hierarchical levels, and fourth ring to sixth ring have 

8 hierarchical levels. Some interesting findings also can be seen through this 

re-classification: (1) the total number of axial lines is the difference of ring structures, 

but they can have a same hierarchical level; (2) no matter these ring structures are 

extracted from which city, if they have same hierarchical levels, the increasing 

percentage of axial lines (which between each two neighboring hierarchical levels) 

are also substantially similarity; (3) with the hierarchical levels increasing, the 

percentages of distribution of axial lines which lie on the head or tail part substantially 

do not change; (4) if the ring structures have same hierarchical levels. The mean of 

connectivity increases closely for each hierarchy. 

 

The axial map reveals the grid morphological structure of sample data. North-south 

and east-west axial lines constitute main morphological structure that starts at the 

Forbidden City. North-south axial lines divided the city almost symmetrically into 

east and west half, and the Forbidden City is located in the geometric center of the 

urban space. The streets across from east to west have high density, but the city lack 

of mainly street which through east to west. Axial lines of integration are not high 

from east to west, and there are almost short axial lines. It can be proved from axial 

map that only Chang’an Avenue has larger connectivity and across east to west. This 

situation may cause by enclosed space (such as the Forbidden City), which divided an 

urban street network into a separate part. And an enclosed space affects the integrity 
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of the whole street network system. 

Figure 10 takes Shanghai as an example to show axial map after classification to form 

hierarchy. Red lines are axial lines with highest connectivity and blue lines are axial 

lines with lowest connectivity in the figure 10. It reveals that the center of Shanghai is 

the highest reachability area. Several axial lines extend to the surrounding areas. 

These axial lines go through north to south and east to west at central portion, which 

play a function of the contact center to the surrounding area. 

 

Figure 10: Hierarchy of Axial lines underlying connectivity of Shanghai; red lines are axial 

lines with highest connectivity and blue lines are axial lines with lowest connectivity. 

5.4 Comparison study on geometric perspective 

Hierarchical levels of axial lines can represent a movement of human pedestrian, 

which along a persistent direction in a continuous space (Jiang, Yin & Zhao, 2009). 

The above comparison is a study of the urban morphology from the topological 

perspective. In this section, we would like to compare Beijing to Shanghai in a 

geometric perspective. First the included angle is reveled to show a very sharply 

peaked bimodal distribution for both cities (Figure 14). 
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       (a) City: Beijing                      (b) City: Shanghai 

Figure 11: Distribution of the included angle with axial lines 

Through analyzing the histogram in the range of 0 to 360, the distribution begins to 

sharply increase around the degree of 86 at Beijing and the degree of 82 at Shanghai. 

And a peaked value appears at the degree of 89 with 9366 (3.12% of all axial lines) 

axil lines of Beijing, and it is interesting that a peaked value also appears at the degree 

of 89 with 4136 (1.55% of all axial lines) axil lines of Shanghai. This result indicates 

that urban morphology is all most similar between Beijing and Shanghai in geometric 

perspective, of which a majority of axial lines are orthometric or nearly orthometric in 

two cities. However, if we see carefully of a formation of both distribution, something 

difference would be found. The distribution of Beijing is narrower and has much 

vertically increasing at peaked bimodal part. Comparing with Shanghai, the 

distribution is relative broader and not vertically increasing at peaked bimodal part. 

Therefore, the urban morphology of Beijing is seemed to traditional Chinese city that 

the street networks constitute an obvious regular grid pattern, and Shanghai is looked 

like that street networks constitute an curves pattern. The result also support patterns 

that could be directly uncover from previous axial map. 

Some simple statistics of length for two Chinese cities are analyzed in this paragraph. 

The statistics involves the average length from each ring structure. However, the 

result seems to be meaningless to compare these average data. Therefore, we extract 

most connected axial lines to discuss their average length. In our own opinion, the 

data reveals that the most connected axial lines do not increase so much from ring1 to 

ring6 for Beijing, but they have much change for Shanghai. 
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6. Conclusion and further work 

This project compares morphological structures between two Chinese cities both in 

topological and geometrical perspectives. The comparisons of urban morphologies in 

city and ring structure levels are discussed. According to the comparison study, 

combine space syntax with traditional GIS techniques offer multiple perspectives to 

study urban morphologies and they more closely to human spatial perception. Urban 

planners use space syntax to successfully achieve kinds of application for a long time. 

Also Geographic Information System’s capabilities of modeling has been integrated 

with space syntax to solve types of problems, however, there are still many potential 

applications, which urban planner utilize space syntax with GIS to have a better 

understanding of urban morphologies. It is believed that within successfully achieving 

kinds of application for space syntax, GIS’ capabilities and benefits of studying 

different urban structures (e.g. ring structures) can have a significant improvement. 

6.1 Conclusions 

The thesis used space syntax as a tool to do a case study of the urban morphological 

structure of Beijing and Shanghai from topological and geometric perspective. Some 

scaling analyses of kinds of urban morphologies are performed and hierarchical 

patterns of axial lines for ten samples of ring structures are found through during the 

study. This research found that around 70% of streets segments have connectivity less 

than the average value in Beijing and Shanghai. This diversity of street segments with 

axial representation of two Chinese cities announced similar result with a previous 

study, which is a big sample of American cities and expressed by the 80/20 principle 

(Jiang, 2007). And the result gives a fact that the most significant streets are located in 

the center area of Beijing and Shanghai. These streets have much higher connectivity 

value than the rest, and they are minority part in these two Chinese cities. The 

included angles show a very sharply peaked bimodal distribution for both cities. It 

identifies that a large amount of streets inside these cities have orthometric or nearly 

orthometric interrelationship. The number of most connected street’s length do not 

increase so much from ring1 to ring6 for Beijing, but they have much change for 

Shanghai. 

 

Beijing and Shanghai’s street networks are classified into types of hierarchical levels, 

which are based on axial representation. Then the axial maps of the two cities are 

divided into ten different ring structures’ samples, and we can deeply study the urban 

morphological structure via these sample data of Beijing and Shanghai. The patterns 

of all sample data are not rely on the number of streets, therefore, different ring 

structure’s sample with different numbers of streets may be classified into the same 

group. It is found that considering the characteristics of the hierarchical patterns of 

streets, ten ring structures have the number of hierarchical levels from 5 to 9 for 
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Beijing and Shanghai, which have prominent hierarchical patterns of streets. And the 

axial representations of ring structures are suitable to found the hierarchical patterns 

and it clearly shows that streets with larger connectivity are far more less than those 

with smaller connectivity. Hierarchal representations of axial lines give an impression 

to citizen to directly remember the primary streets with larger connectivity, it is better 

to understand the whole urban morphological structures for Beijing and Shanghai. 

With help of included angle and axial line’s length, some simple urban morphology 

can be reveled from geometric perspective. 

6.2 Future work 

The interconnection of streets may be an important factor for the business location; 

this research can be made for further helping to choose business location. In the 

previous study, axial map drawn to cover surrounding area in order to study 

correlations between street connectivity and density of pedestrian flows (Özbil, et al., 

2008). And we could uncover movement flows by studying configuration of urban 

street networks (Chang & Penn, 1998). Also it is identified that a minority of roads 

often have higher traffic flow, these streets are significant which compared to a 

majority of roads in a city (Jiang, 2009). So the models of traffic flows and pedestrian 

movements for two Chinese cites can be established from results of this thesis. This 

research gives a visual representation of the hierarchical levels of a city’s streets. Two 

Chinese cities are chosen to study the different ring structures of urban morphology 

from a topological and geometric perspective, based on this study, cities in other 

country could also be made for a morphological study. From the hierarchical patterns, 

researchers can also directly build relationships between connectivity and 

accessibility of subway (Chen, et al., 2007). For way-finder, axial lines show high 

interconnection of street in street networks of an urban area, therefore, people can use 

axial line to select the best path in a complicated street networks. Citizen’s habitat 

often related to the urban form (Dill, 2004), since researchers can study urban patterns 

to predict the crime locality in urban environment (Jones & Fanek, 1997). 
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Appendix 1: Tutorial of using the head/tail breaks method with ArcMap 

This tutorial gives a step by step guide for how to perform the head/tail breaks classification 

of different ring structures in ArcMap. Before performing head/tail breaks classification, we 

should have an axial map for sample city. For whom want to learn how to automatically 

generating axial lines based on urban street networks, and using Axwoman 6.0, an extension 

of ArcGIS 10. You can link to Xiaowei Sun’s tutorial here 

(https://sites.google.com/site/axwoman60/); it can give much sense than my description. 

1. Assume that you have axial map of Shanghai, then start ArcMap and add the axial map 

into ArcMap as a map layer. Click the button Add Data to add the needed layer. 

 

 

2. We only need the axial map which be automatically generated before. Choose the 

shapefile shanghai_axial lines and click Add. 

 

 

3. This is the axial lines for the whole city of Shanghai, and we need extract each ring 

structures that define by Google Map. Click the button Catalog window in order to create 

a boundary layer. 

1 

2
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4. Click the button Connect To Folder in Catalog window. Choose the folder that you are 

working with and click OK. 

 

 

5. Within tutorial folder, right click at a feel area Catalog window and choose New then 

click Shapefile. 

 

 

6. Fill the Inner ring boundary inside the space of name table and choose Polygon as 

Feature Type. Select a coordinate system that is same as axial map by clicking Edit, then 

click Select to select a project coordinate system and click Add and OK. Click OK to add 

the Inner ring boundary layer. 

 

 

 

3
 

4
 

5
 

6
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7. Activate the Editor toolbar by clicking Customize and Toolbars and ticking off Editor. 

 

 

8. In Editor Toolbar, click Editor and choose Start Editing. On the right side, Create 

Features window is opened. Click Continue if you meet the Start Editing warning 

window. 

 

 

9. Click Inner ring boundary to highlight it and Choose Auto Complete Polygon in the 

Construction Tools. Draw the boundary of the Inner ring structure of Shanghai according 

to Google Map. To finish the complete polygon, make the last line connected to the first 

drawn line and double click. Click Editor again and then click Stop Editing and Yes to 

save it. 

 

 

10. We could overlay the Inner ring boundary polygon layer into original axial lines of 

Shanghai. Then use Select Features by Polygon in Tools to directly select the axial lines 

that cover Inner ring structure of Shanghai. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Repeat step 4 to 10 in order to have different ring structures from inner ring to whole city 

of Shanghai. The results are shown in Figure A1. 
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(a) Inner ring structure of Shanghai          (b) Middle ring structure of Shanghai 

         

(d) Out ring of Shanghai                   (c) Whole city of Shanghai 

Figure A1: Axial lines of different ring structures of Shanghai 

12. In the Table of Content, right click the layer of shanghai_axial lines and click Open 

Attribute Table to open the attribute table of this layer. The attribute table of 

shanghai_axial is shown in Figure A2. 
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Figure A2: Attribute table of shanghai_axial 

13. Find the field named “Connect”, and right click the column select Sort Descending to 

range the connectivity value. 

 

14. Find the field named “Connect”, and right click the column, and choose Statistic .This 

will cause a Connect window dialog that is similar to Figure A3. On the left-hand side of 

Figure A3, it can be seen that the total number of axial lines is 9843; the lowest size of 

connectivity is 1, and the largest size 144. The frequency distribution to the right side 

looks L-shaped, which means it is a heavy-tailed distribution. 

 

Figure A3: (Color online) Connect window for statistics 

15. Though head/tail breaks method, we manually classify the axial lines of Shanghai 

underlying this statistics of connectivity. Eventually, we will get an axial representation 

for the street networks with hierarchical levels. Then we can study an urban 

morphology’s evolution via different ring structures (Figure A2). 
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Table 1: Five partitions lead to six hierarchical levels of the streets based on axial lines. 

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

9843 2885 29% 6958 71% 7 

2885 936 32% 1949 68% 15 

936 327 35% 609 65% 28 

327 101 31% 226 69% 44 

101 33 33% 68 67% 65 

 

    

(a) Inner ring structure of Shanghai         (b) Middle ring structure of Shanghai 

    

(d) Out ring of Shanghai                  (c) Whole city of Shanghai 

Figure A2: Hierarchy of Axial lines of different ring structures of Shanghai 
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Appendix 2: Head/tail breaks method and tables 

Head/tail breaks method is a new classification scheme, which in order to find group or 

hierarchy for data with a heavy-tailed distribution (Jiang, 2011). The division rule is applied 

for the head/tail breaks in order to divide the data into two parts. The head part (which 

connectivity values above the arithmetic mean) will be continually divided. This is a loop 

process, which will stop until a minority head part on longer follows heavy-tail distribution. 

 

We take table 1 as an example to examine head/tail breaks method in order to find underlying 

hierarchy of 1st ring structure, Beijing. The first arithmetic mean (11) classify all axial lines 

into two classed which are above the mean and below the mean. There are 141 axial lines 

above the mean, which accounts for 15% of all axial lines. The arithmetic second mean of all 

axial lines is 53. The 141 axial lines can be further partitioned into two classes by this 

arithmetic mean. For the 141 axial lines, there are only 48 have connectivity larger than the 

average of 53, which accounts for 34% of all axial lines. They are still minority part of all 

axial lines. The third mean is 120, partition 48 axial lines into two groups again. And loop 

processing to the fourth and fifth mean, which stop until a minority head part on longer 

follows heavy-tail distribution. The result of which is shown in Table 1. The 10 axial lines in 

the last head are no longer heavy-tailed distributed. Finally, the five partitions lead to the 

creation of six hierarchical levels. The six class intervals are determined by the smallest 

connectivity (1), the largest size (235), and the three means: [1, 11], [12, 53], [54, 120], [121, 

146], [147, 168], [169, 235]. 

 

Table 1: Head/tail breaks using on axial lines of 1st ring structure, Beijing. 

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

971 141 15% 830 85% 11 

141 48 34% 93 66% 53 

48 22 46% 26 54% 120 

22 10 45% 12 55% 146 

10 2 20% 8 80% 168 

Table 2: Head/tail breaks using on axial lines of 2nd and 3rd ring structures, Beijing. 

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

2838 533 19% 2305 81% 9 

533 147 28% 386 72% 31 

147 52 35% 95 65% 76 

52 23 44% 29 56% 123 

23 10 43% 13 57% 145 

10 2 20% 8 80% 168 
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#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

4432 941 21% 3491 79% 9 

941 250 27% 691 73% 28 

250 89 36% 161 64% 65 

89 36 40% 53 60% 104 

36 14 37% 22 63% 135 

14 3 21% 11 79% 159 

Table 3: Head/tail breaks using on axial lines of 4th, 5th, 6th ring structure, Beijing. 

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

5807 1469 25% 4338 75% 8 

1469 393 27% 1076 73% 23 

393 156 40% 237 60% 55 

156 66 42% 90 58% 88 

66 32 48% 34 52% 119 

32 14 44% 18 66% 138 

14 3 21% 11 79% 159 

            

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

7889 1864 24% 6025 76% 8 

1864 480 26% 1384 74% 22 

480 182 38% 298 62% 53 

182 68 37% 114 63% 85 

68 32 47% 36 53% 119 

32 14 37% 18 63% 138 

14 3 21% 11 79% 159 

            

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

11045 2846 26% 8199 74% 7 

2846 680 24% 2166 76% 18 

680 238 35% 442 65% 43 

238 88 37% 150 63% 76 

88 41 47% 47 53% 110 

41 14 34% 27 66% 132 

14 3 21% 11 79% 159 
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Table 4: Head/tail breaks using on axial lines of Inner Ring structure, Shanghai. 

# of Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

3143 836 27% 2307 73% 9 

836 267 32% 569 68% 22 

267 94 35% 173 65% 40 

94 33 35% 61 65% 62 

Table 5: Head/tail breaks using on axial lines of remainder parts, Shanghai. 

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

4683 1432 31% 3251 79% 8 

1432 471 33% 961 67% 19 

471 180 38% 291 62% 35 

180 55 31% 125 69% 53 

55 20 36% 35 64% 78 

            

#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

6287 1814 29% 4473 71% 8 

1814 593 33% 1221 67% 18 

593 218 38% 375 62% 33 

218 64 29% 154 71% 50 

64 21 33% 43 67% 74 

      
#Axial lines # in head % in head # in tail % in tail mean 

9843 2885 29% 6958 71% 7 

2885 936 32% 1949 68% 15 

936 327 35% 609 65% 28 

327 101 31% 226 69% 44 

101 33 33% 68 67% 65 
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Table 6: Four Groups from re-classified groups of 10 samples underlie axial lines 

Hierarchical levels Sample #Axial lines 

8 6th Ring, Beijing 11045 

8 5th Ring, Beijing 7889 

8 4th Ring, Beijing 5807 

7 3rd Ring, Beijing 4432 

7 2nd Ring, Beijing 2838 

6 1st Ring, Beijing 971 

6 Whole city, Shanghai 9843 

6 Out ring, Shanghai 6287 

6 Middle ring, Shanghai 4683 

5 Inner ring, Shanghai 3143 
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Appendix 3: Calculation of included angles 

Source: Interface, code script, and its methods in the below steps, please see the document of 

ArcEngine help (http://edndoc.esri.com/arcobjects/9.0/), which developed by ESRI Group 

and the course of GIS Application Development that developed by Dr. Julia Åhlén. 

InitialDataGridView (GetLineFromPolyline) and function see the program. 

The overall implementation steps: Find a feature (Polyline) of current layer, then checking 

the finding feature and finding a collection of features which intersection with the previous 

feature. And then calculate the angle of this line and its intersecting features. After the first 

line angle is calculated, move to second line, and find the set of all lines which intersect with 

the second line, and calculate the angle of the second line and its intersecting features. It is an 

iterative processing which will be stopped until no more features are detected. Information 

and calculation result of each two features will eventually be added to a “DataTable”. 

Explanations of programme’s code:  

Initialization list: initialize the currently displayed results’ column of a table. Define the 

results’ table as a “Datatable”, which used to directly bind to the “GridControl”. The program 

defines the results’ table for four columns, that including “ID number, line 1_ID, line 2_ID 

and an angle between the line 1 and line 2”. For details, please see the code about 

“InitialDataGridView ()” function. 

Calculate included angles: Check all features in current layer of street networks, and get the 

current layer’s (IfeatureLayer) feature class (FeatureClass). Use of the current layer’s feature 

class with “pFClass.Serch(null,false)” method to get a cursor “PFeatCursor” of 

“IFeatureCursor” type, which filter condition is if finding feature is null then checking all 

features in current layer. The cursor pointing to the first feature of the current layer’s feature 

class, and use of “pFeatCursor.NextFeature ()” method can traverse all features of the current 

layer (the feature type is “Ifeature”). The cursor will be stopped to get features until 

“pFeatureCursor.NextFeature() = null”. 

Find lines intersected with features (pFeature) that we get before, use of “IspatialFilter” filter 

conditions in the current layer’s feature class to find intersection line. The collection of filter 

conditions (Geometry) in “pSpatialFilter” is set as “pFeature.ShapeCopy”, and the spatial 

filtering relationship (SpatialRel) is “esriSpatialRelEnum.esriSpatialRelIntersetcs 

(Intersecting relationship)”. Use pFClass.Search (pSpatialFilter, false) method to find lines 

intersected with “pFeature”. Return of an “IfeatureCursor” cursor which set as 

“pFeatCursorChild”, which point to the first feature that intersection with current “pFeature”. 

Then using this cursor to find intersection line, it will be stopped until 

“pFeatCursorChild.NextFeature () = null”. 

The getting features (IFeature) need to be converted to the” Iline” object while the cursor 

finding intersection lines. Here we use “GetLineFromPolyline (IGeometry pGeometry)” 

function to convert.  

The “Iline” has an Angle property, which is representative of the angle of each feature (here 

http://edndoc.esri.com/arcobjects/9.0/
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the angle needs to be multiplied by 180 and divided by pi). The horizontal direction is 0 

degree, so the included angle of two intersection features is namely the difference between the 

angles of the two intersection features. 

Code:  

Initialization list: 

            DataTable dt = InitialDataGridView(); 

private DataTable InitialDataGridView() 

        { 

            DataTable dt = new DataTable(); 

            dt.Columns.Add("ID"); 

            dt.Columns.Add("Line1"); 

            dt.Columns.Add("Line2"); 

            dt.Columns.Add("Angle"); 

            return dt; 

        } 

Start to calculate included angle: 

            CaculateAngle(m_pFClass, dt);  

Calculate included angles: 

        private void CaculateAngle(IFeatureClass pFClass, DataTable dt) 

        { 

            ISpatialFilter pSpatialFilter = null; 

            pSpatialFilter = new SpatialFilterClass(); 

Find each feature: 

            IFeatureCursor pFeatCursor = null; 

            IFeature pFeature = null; 

            ILine pLine = null; 

            double dLineAngle = 0.0; 

            pFeatCursor = pFClass.Search(null, false); 

 

Get intersection features from cursor:  

            IFeatureCursor pFeatCursorChild = null; 

            IFeature pFeatureChild = null; 

            ILine pLineChild = null; 

            double dLineChildAngle = 0.0; 

The filter conditions of geometric relationship:  

             pSpatialFilter.Geometry = pFeature.ShapeCopy; 

             pSpatialFilter.SpatialRel = esriSpatialRelEnum.esriSpatialRelIntersects; 

             pLine = GetLineFromPolyline(pFeature.ShapeCopy); 

             dLineAngle = (180 * pLine.Angle) / Math.PI; 

 

             pFeatCursorChild = pFClass.Search(pSpatialFilter, false); 

             while ((pFeatureChild = pFeatCursorChild.NextFeature()) != null) 

                { 

                    if (pFeatureChild.OID == pFeature.OID) 
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                        continue; 

 

               pLineChild = GetLineFromPolyline(pFeatureChild.ShapeCopy); 

               dLineChildAngle = (180 * pLineChild.Angle) / Math.PI 

Change included angles to acute angle: 

        private double ConvertTwoLineAngle(double dAngleOld) 

        { 

            double dTwoLineAngle = 0.0; 

            if (dAngleOld < 90) 

                dTwoLineAngle = dAngleOld; 

            else if (dAngleOld > 90 && dAngleOld < 180) 

                dTwoLineAngle = 180 - dAngleOld; 

            else if (dAngleOld > 180 && dAngleOld < 270) 

                dTwoLineAngle = dAngleOld - 180; 

            else if (dAngleOld > 270 && dAngleOld < 360) 

                dTwoLineAngle = 360 - dAngleOld; 

            else if (dAngleOld > 360) 

                dTwoLineAngle = ConvertTwoLineAngle(dAngleOld - 360); 

            return dTwoLineAngle; 

        } 

Convert IFeature to Iline: 

        private ILine GetLineFromPolyline(IGeometry pGeometry) 

        { 

            ILine pLine = new LineClass(); 

            IPointCollection pPointCol = null; 

            pPointCol = pGeometry as IPointCollection; 

            if (pPointCol.PointCount < 2) 

                return null; 

            pLine.PutCoords(pPointCol.get_Point(0), 

pPointCol.get_Point(pPointCol.PointCount - 1)); 

            return pLine; 

        } 
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There are figures of the statistics results of included angles: 

    

(a) 1st ring structure, Beijing                 (b) 2nd ring structure, Beijing 

    

(c) 3rd ring structure, Beijing                 (d) 4th ring structure, Beijing 

    

(e) 5th ring structure, Beijing                 (f) 6th ring structure, Beijing 

Figure A1: Distribution of the included angle based on axial lines, Beijing 
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(a) Inner ring structure, Shanghai              (b) Middle ring structure, Shanghai 

    

(c) Out ring structure, Shanghai                (d) Whole city structure, Shanghai 

Figure A2: Distribution of the included angle based on axial lines, Shanghai 

 


